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Non-thermal plasma treatment
Activation and modification of surface
layers without alteration of the bulk
characteristics

diffuse coplanar
surface barrier discharge

Non-thermal plasma treatment

Textiles

For cellulosic fibres and fabrics:
- etching and partial removal of the surface layers of yarns
(i.e. starch size) and fibres (waxy materials)
→ increase in hydrophilicity
→ increase in efficiency of the traditional chemical
and enzyme-aided processes
Aims: evaluation of the effect of plasma
• on the efficiency of the subsequently applied
enzyme process
• the accessibility of polymers i.e. respective substrates
for the enzymes

Experimental
• Raw cotton fabric
• Plasma treatment: for 30, 90 and 180 s.
• Analysis of surface properties:
roughness: AFM,
chemical composition: FT-IR ATM and XPS
hydrophilicity: contact angle, wetting time
• Analysis of bulk properties:
tensile strength and elongation
pectin content: Ruthenium red dyeing
desizing efficiency: Tegewa blue scale
• Accessibility of amylase and cellulase enzymes:
measurement of the reducing sugars liberated

Results

Surface properties
Deep “pits” with a depth of 215 nm
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FT-IR: Partial removal of the waxy layer
→ exposure of cellulose and pectin
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→ etching the sizing layer
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XPS: increase in O/C ratio
increase in oxidized states of C
→ bond scission and oxidation of starch
→ exposure of cellulose, pectin

Results
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• More efficient solubilization of starch in the first 10 minutes
• Removal of 10-20 % of starch size by air-plasma treatment
• A dramatic increase in the rate of cellulose hydrolysis

Cellulose and starch became → more accessible
→ more open to contact with enzymes

Conclusions
• Plasma slightly destroyed and oxidized the starch size on the
surface of warp yarns and partially removed the waxy coverage of
the cotton fibers in the weft yarns, resulting in a more hydrophilic
surface.
• Plasma etching of the surface contributed to the exposure of
polymers such as pectin and cellulose located under the waxy outer
layer of the fibers.
• The increased accessibility of the respective substrates to amylase
and cellulase enzymes resulted in a dramatic increase in the rate of
starch and cellulose hydrolysis, respectively.
• Owing to the faster enzyme reactions, the enzymatic treatment
time can shortened sharply.
• Tensile properties are unaffected by the applied plasma treatment.

